Zig x7 wiring diagram

Discussion in ' How To ' started by Zebedee , Aug 19, Log in or Sign up. The Late Bay. Zebedee ,
Aug 19, Thanks for posting again. Found these really useful last time. Honky , Aug 22,
Chrisradioman , Aug 23, Hey Zebedee Not ideal Remember to pull the fuse before you crank the
engine over don't panic Better still, buy a miniature MCB fuse from Vehicle wiring products
Also, original zig diagram doesn't show facility to charge the leisure battery while driving, hence
the need for the second relay. Far better set-up than a split charge IMHO. Use the coloured
diagram Last edited: Sep 21, PanZer likes this. MK-Bay , Sep 22, Hack sounds very interesting!
Standard set-up will not charge the starter batt. I have the same for a CF9 is it different enough
to be worth uploading? H , Sep 22, I am very interested in implementing this wiring diagram to
achieve charging of both batteries whilst driving and on hook-up. Also isolating the fridge from
startup It looks like there are a few differences I should address. Should I go ahead and do the
above? It comes with a cover. Looks like it might act like an MCB and pop out if forgotten. Many
thanks all! Sent from my iPad using Tapatalk. PanZer , Aug 21, You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Charger not working properly and as far as I can gather, wires were as follows: red
spade 2; black spade 3; and white spade 4??. In the manual it states that red spade 1; black
spade 4. Can anyone enlighten me as to what is correct. The reason I ask is, the replacement
PSU I am looking at only has 2 spades pos and neg , so I need to know what the white does. Still
trying to find the perfect pitch. Internet connected via 3 dongle Windows 7. LED lighting. Status
Aerial Loose chattels marked with UV,. Reich Move Control. Safefill Fitted. Ninja Hon Flies the
flag. Tyron Bands. Not Much Money but we do see life. Carpe Diem. What I don't understand is
choosing another x7 as a replacement? Arc Systems are specialist Carver caravan product
repairers, committed to providing a comprehensive service as well as spare parts for these
popular heaters. If the black wire is too the battery? I would add though and for the same
reason, your going up from a maximum of 12A to potentially the full 18A output of the Amperor,
you must make sure the battery wire size is up to the increase in current available. Sorry to
resurrect and old topic, but I'm in a similar situation to the OP and found this thread while
searching for the information I need. The Zig had the battery cables connected to terminals 2
and 3 although there's probably a splice or two to hook up the control panel to one or both
conductors of that , and there was a white cable connected to terminal 4 of the Zig. Terminal 1
was unused, as was the one labelled "auto power". According to the manual, the battery should
have been connected to terminals 1 and 4 and the 12S to terminals 2 and 3. The Amperor unit
has positive and negative normal-size output terminals and a smaller terminal labelled "12v".
You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your
account. Restore formatting. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor.
Upload or insert images from URL. By Morlord Started 16 hours ago. By Morlord Started 5
minutes ago. By Versa11 Started November 29, By jproach Started Yesterday at By SteveH
Started 3 hours ago. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted February
15, Can anyone tell me where the white wire goes and what it does? The caravan I have is a
Bailey Pageant Cabriolet, model. Link to post Share on other sites. Lefthand Down Posted
February 15, Tyron Bands Not Much Money but we do see life. Arc Systems Posted February 15,
Pajaholic Posted July 22, Posted July 22, I'd appreciate a pointer or two as to how to connect up
the new charger. Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic
Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Water heater just broke - help please! I want to install new
electric water heater need help with connectors please. Caravan Bike rack - Any advice.
Pegging out. Sign In Sign Up. A lightweight, compact battery charger and power supply with a
stabilized output for maximum efficiency and control. I found that the ZIG X7 in my motorhome
had finally decided, after 23 years, to retire gracefully. The item arrived within 36 hours, and was
an exact replacement how often do you find that?? If this lasts for 23 years, it will probably
outlive me!! Excellent product and great value. Was this helpful to you? Ordered and received
promptly X70 to replace my X-2, fitted straight in and does a good job. Fitted in Caravan as
direct replacement for X7 charger. Easy fit and working within 10 minutes. Easy purchase with
good communication re delivery times etc. Old Zig X3 went down, rainbow conversions
supplied X70 at a great price with fast delivery, great replacement for X3, same mains and 12v
connections unit is slightly larger but not hugely so, took 5 minutes to install and works great.
Brilliant Service Goods arrived very quickly. Installed and working. Top Sellers Best Seller. Zig
X70 Leisure Battery Charger. Description Customer Reviews 8 Zig X70 Leisure Battery Charger
A lightweight, compact battery charger and power supply with a stabilized output for maximum
efficiency and control. Rated input voltage Max wattage Output voltage Zig X70 charger. Ideal
Replacement. Zig Charger. Related Products. Best Seller. Notify me when this item is available.
Continue Shopping. Add to Wish List. Tell a Friend. By paddydog , May 3, in Caravan Chat. All

seems to be well except something that is puzzling me. I towed the van to my in-laws drive to
clean it and what not - it hasn't been used for a couple of years. Yesaterday the water system
was working fine - it pumped through a full barrel of water with no problems. As advised, I
sterilised the system and left the solution in the pipes over night. This morning the water
slowed to a dribble then stopped completely. However the pump is working when the taps are
opened. Same issue with a brand new pump. The conculsion I have reached is there is not
enough power to run the pump properly. This is confusing me. I had the van hooked up to the
electric over night - although the battery status didn't seem to have changed this morning - it
was on about 11v. However, on mains electric I would still have expected the pump to work OK.
My handbook says there is a 'zig X7 charging unit and power supply' fitted. I do have a copy of a
the wiring diagram for the van though and this suggest the transformer, i. I've looked all over
the van, including inside the panel housing and cannot see anything that looks like a battery
charing unit. I'm rapidly coming to the conclusion that I don't have one. Also, the battery is now
on charge in the garage and happily sucking up juice; the water system has been tried again
and is working. It seems odd and inconvenient that the water system would only be powered by
the battery which can't be charged while on mains hook up. The water pump can only work from
the 12V system - which is the battery. I agree that if there is a charger then the 12V system is
being charged. You quoted a figure of 11V when the pump doesn't work. I think I'm right in
saying that on charge, a battery will show about Unless otherwise stated all posts are my
personal opinion. First let me say I am not at all familiar with the Zig - so sorry if some of this
might not apply. Your pump should work from the 12v of the battery and when the EHU is
connected, it will effectively draw its current from the 12v actually I think there should be some
sort of control panel for the Zig in an accessible and obvious place as well as a separate
charger. Modern chargers are unlike old ones, in that they use a switch mode system, which
lacks the large transformer you would expect. They look broadly similar to the PSU you would
find inside a PC's case - shiny case with lots of ventilation slots. I assume the 11v you
mentioned was as displayed by the Zig? My MCB's have a habit of sometimes tripping when I'm
on the road towing due to vibration - up is on. Have you checked if your v sockets are working?
Thanks for your replies. So I'm now stuck with an EHU that does not appear to charge the
battery. The Zig control panel looks like this:. I do this every now and again to test my battery.
To test if you have a charger disconnect from mains put all the lights on in the van for a few
hours and let it drain the battery then note the voltage. Plug the van back to the mains and it
should charge up to 12v again. This does seem strange that both pumps dont work and the
pump should work ok at 11v. When you say you have no blockage have you tried disconnecting
the pump and blowing down the pipes from the taps to make sure this is not a blockage
because this sounds like a inline filter blockage as you cleaned the system then the flow
decreased. I would disconnect the pump water feed to the taps and using a bucket check you
have water flow to the pump and see how it pumps. Jeep Commander 3. I have checked - there
are definitely no blockages. I have removed the water filter also replaced it and the pump does
run with the lower voltage - just not enought to get water out of the taps. I charged the battery in
the garage for a few hours and the pump worked again OK, so it is definitely a power issue. I
spoke to Barry at 12voltsdc - very helpful man - and described the issue. He was equaly
surpised that there should be no charger. I have a wiring diagram which indicates the charger is
an 'optional extra'. The conclusion must be that this wasn't taken when the van was built. Given
the good condition of the van, I'm thinking that has been bought by previous owner s as a
weekend and occasional use unit, so they weren't too concerned about that battery always
being charged. If you see a van somewhere with electical sparks coming out of the side, that is
probably me. Hi I assume you have 12v lighting in the van? This would be supplied by a PSU
somewhere in the van. The 12v lighting - or anything else for that matter - does not seem to
operate when the battery is removed despite the EHU being connected. When the car is
connected and running the fridge works and the battery appears to receive some charge. I am
sure you are right about 'no blockages' but can I just relay an incident I had last week not with
the same set up as yours I acknowledge that may or may not cause a rethink. The water inlet
fitting to my caravan is a truma bayonet type fitting and during a coolish evening I went to the
tap and got nothing. I traced it to the inlet hose coming off its spigot inside the connection
housing. Pushed it back home and the pump no longer sucked air. These pumps are positive
displacement. If the pump motor turns it should deliver water, unless, there is a blockage on the
outlet OR inlet, the turbine head is broken loose leaving the motor turning a bare shaft, or the
power is inadequate. These water pumps should still deliver at 11 volts so I question power
shortage. IF the 11volt reading is correct! Hi Eric thanks for your response. I'd say it is defintely
a power issue because the charged battery caused the water to flow properly to the taps. Also I
tested with another brand new pump which had the same problem. The pump could still raise

water as far as the inlet and back out of the filter hole when the filter was removed. I've
contacted the previous owner who remembers nothing about a charger. This won't be a
problem for short weekends away but I'll need to rectify it before we set off on longer summer
holidays. Hi, although I haven't got a 'zig' unit I have a similar intermittent problem on my '96
van. I think it's dirty contacts at the aquaroll pump tube. I've cleaned them and a quick 'wiggle'
when i connect up seems to have solved problem. By Morlord Started 16 hours ago. By Morlord
Started 5 minutes ago. By Versa11 Started November 29, By jproach Started Yesterday at By
SteveH Started 3 hours ago. Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted May 3, We've
aprilia moto 65
2014 ford taurus
2010 hyundai genesis wiring diagram
just bought our first caravan - a Elddis Crown Sceptre. How would I know if I had a battery
charger fitted? If I haven't got one, can they be retro-fitted and any idea roughly how much? Any
comments or wisdom appreciated. Link to post Share on other sites. WispMan Posted May 3,
Let's wait till someone comes by who knows your particular van. Graham Unless otherwise
stated all posts are my personal opinion. Bailey Pageant Monarch Series 5 Posted May 4, The
MCB has not tripped. The Zig control panel looks like this: Can anyone tell from that whether I
should have a charger in place? CommanderDave Posted May 4, I'll leave it at that unless
anyone has a better idea about where the charger might be hidden. TD 42 Posted May 4,
Archived This topic is now archived and is closed to further replies. Go to topic listing. Water
heater just broke - help please! I want to install new electric water heater need help with
connectors please. Caravan Bike rack - Any advice. Pegging out. Sign In Sign Up.

